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Abstract. Automated tools such as model checkers and theorem
provers for the analysis of security protocols typically abstract from
cryptography by Dolev-Yao models, i.e., they replace real cryptographic
operations by term algebras. The soundness of Dolev-Yao models with
respect to real cryptographic security definitions has received significant
attention in the last years. Until recently, all published results were positive, i.e., they show that various classes of Dolev-Yao models are indeed
sound with respect to various soundness definitions.
Here we discuss impossibility results. In particular, we present such results for Dolev-Yao models with hash functions, and for the strong security notion of blackbox reactive simulatability (BRSIM)/UC. We show
that the impossibility even holds if no secrecy (only collision resistance)
is required of the Dolev-Yao model of the hash function, or if probabilistic
hashing is used, or certain plausible protocol restrictions are made. We
also survey related results for XOR. In addition, we start to make some
impossibility results explicit that tacitly underly prior soundness results
in the sense of motivating unusual choices in the Dolev-Yao models or
the realizations. We also start to discuss which of the problems known
for BRSIM/UC soundness extend to weaker soundness notions.

1

Dolev-Yao Models

Tools for proving security protocols typically abstract from cryptography by deterministic operations on abstract terms and simple cancellation rules. An example term is Epkew (hash(signsksu (m, N1 ), N2 )), where m denotes a payload message
and N1 , N2 two nonces, i.e., representations of fresh random numbers. We wrote
the keys as indices only for readability; formally they are normal operands in the
term. A typical cancellation rule is Dske (Epke (m)) = m for corresponding keys.
The proof tools handle these terms symbolically, i.e., they never evaluate them
to bitstrings. In other words, the tools perform abstract algebraic manipulations
on trees consisting of operators and base messages, using only the cancellation
rules, the message-construction rules of a particular protocol, and abstract models of networks and adversaries. Such abstractions, although diﬀerent in details,
are collectively called Dolev-Yao models after their ﬁrst authors [15].
While Dolev-Yao models are no longer the only way of treating cryptography
in automated tools, they are likely to remain important where they are applicable
because of the strong simpliﬁcation they oﬀer to the tools, which enables the tools
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to treat larger overall systems automatically than with more detailed models of
cryptography.

2

Soundness Results

It is not obvious that a proof in a Dolev-Yao model implies security with respect
to real cryptographic deﬁnitions. However, in the last years signiﬁcant progress
was made in showing that this is true in many cases. Early results considered
passive attacks only [2, 1, 17]. The ﬁrst result that allows active attacks [7] and
thus the typical Dolev-Yao adversary model immediately used a very strong
notion of soundness, blackbox reactive simulatability/UC [21, 22, 12]. This notion
essentially means that a “real system”, here the realization, can be plugged in for
an “ideal system”, here the Dolev-Yao model, safely in arbitrary environments.
The result in [7] is also strong in allowing multiple cryptographic primitives.
However, it makes some relatively unusual choices and one ﬁrst-time addition
in its Dolev-Yao model and needs additional type tagging and randomization
in the realization. The result was extended to more cryptographic primitives
in [8, 4] with increasing extensions to the Dolev-Yao models. General results on
property preservation through the BRSIM notion imply certain other soundness
notions for the same Dolev-Yao model and realization [21, 3], and additional
speciﬁc soundness properties were proved in [6]. Stronger links to conventional
Dolev-Yao-style type systems were provided in [19], and an integration into the
Isabelle/HOL theorem prover in [23].
Later papers such as [20, 18, 13] deﬁne weaker soundness notions, such as
integrity only or oﬄine mappings between runs of the real and ideal systems,
and/or allow less general protocol classes, e.g., only a speciﬁc class of key exchange protocols. For these cases, they can use simpler Dolev-Yao models and/or
realizations than [7].
All the results about linking Dolev-Yao models and cryptography mentioned
so far are essentially positive, i.e., soundness in some sense is shown. Furthermore, they concentrate on core cryptographic systems such as encryption and
signatures; they do not contain hash or one-way functions, nor operations with
algebraic properties such as XOR, although such operations exist in the DolevYao models of many automated tools. Our work on impossibility was motivated
by trying to add XOR and hashing to the BRSIM/UC soundness results, and
being unsuccessful even if we were willing to make very signiﬁcant changes or
restrictions to the Dolev-Yao model, the protocol class using it, or the implementation.4
4

We do obtain BRSIM/UC-style soundness, e.g., for hashing in the random oracle
model and for XOR in the passive case. However, we do not find these positive results
fully satisfying. Results that make similar strong restrictions while not even aiming
at BRSIM/UC soundness were also obtained in [10, 16].
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3

Impossibility Results

Given the state of the art of Dolev-Yao soundness results, it is interesting to
consider impossibility results. For instance, one may ask the following questions:
– Is it really not possible to show soundness for hashes and XOR (and probably further related primitives) in the same strong BRSIM/UC sense as for
encryption and signatures?
– In cases where positive results exist both for BRSIM/UC soundness and
weaker soundness, with simpler systems in the latter case, is this an unavoidable tradeoﬀ?
– Where positive results exist only for restricted protocol classes, or simpler
results than in the general case, are all the restrictions really needed to
achieve these results?
While we do not claim to have the ﬁnal answer to all these questions, we can
present a number of results.
3.1

Hashes

In particular, we present answers to the ﬁrst question for hash functions. We
ﬁrst show that it is indeed impossible to realize the standard Dolev-Yao model of
hashing with standard cryptographic hash functions in the sense of BRSIM/UC.
However, we can go signiﬁcantly further. In particular, we show impossibility
even if we give up the secrecy of hashed messages in the Dolev-Yao model (leaving only collision resistance – this is a reasonable possibility in Dolev-Yao models). We also show impossibility if probabilistic hashing [11, 14] is used as the
realization; this cryptographic primitive oﬀers better secrecy than deterministic
hashing and can sometimes be used instead of random oracles where deterministic hashing cannot. Moreover, we discuss that many plausible restrictions of the
protocol classes do not help, although for some very strong restrictions we do
achieve BRSIM/UC again.5 (These results will be published as [9]; the report
version does not yet contain the results on probabilistic hashing.)
3.2

XOR

We also give a survey on similar results for XOR from [5]. Furthermore, we give a
short introduction into how one can set up impossibility proofs that hold across
the multitude of signiﬁcantly diﬀerent rigorous deﬁnitions of Dolev-Yao models
in the literature.
5

This is also a little surprising as one of these restrictions allows standard ideal
Dolev-Yao style secrecy and uses standard deterministic hash functions, i.e., the
“canonical” setting. However, here only individual nonces (i.e., cryptographic objects
with no other purpose, in contrast to payloads, keys, ciphertexts, etc.) can be hashed.
Thus essentially only one-time signatures can be produced. Then even BRSIM/UC
soundness for the Dolev-Yao model does not require secrecy of the individual bits of
the real nonces.
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3.3

Encryption and Authentication

Furthermore, for the ﬁrst time we start surveying existing informal answers to
the second and third question above and to make them more rigorous. Some
issues concerned are the following: the leakage of the message length through
encryptions, the need to make probabilistic encryption and signatures explicit
in the Dolev-Yao model through a freshness construct on the respective term
type, the need to additionally randomize certain realizations because of potential problems with adversary-chosen keys, and the possibility that symmetric
authentications or ciphertexts are valid with respect to several adversary keys.
We also identify gaps where no such answers exist yet, and hope to stimulate
discussions and future work on those.
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